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(57) The present disclosure relates to a method com-
prising:
- obtaining a first and a second plurality of color distribu-
tions, in a color space, the first and second plurality of
color distributions each comprising color distributions for
each of a plurality of color channels, of first, respectively
second, visual frames acquired with each of a plurality
of exposures by a first, respectively second, camera, the
first and second visual frames being related to a same
scene;
- computing a plurality of color transformations, each of
the color transformations being adapted, when applied
to a first color distribution of the first plurality of color
distributions, for obtaining a matching of the first color
distribution with a second color distribution of the second
plurality of color distributions, the first and second color
distribution corresponding to a same color channel and
a same exposure;
- aggregating the computed plurality of color transforma-
tions in a final color transformation to be applied to a color
of the color space, the final transformation taking into
account distances measured in the color space between
the color and colors of the first plurality of color distribu-
tions.

The present disclosure also relates to the corre-
sponding method for color homogenizing a frame of a
visual content, electronic devices, electronic system,
computer readable program products and computer
readable storage media.
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Description

1. Technical field

[0001] The present disclosure relates to the field of color homogenization of at least one visual contents regarding
output of an acquiring device (simply called herein after a camera).
[0002] A method for obtaining color homogenization data, and corresponding method for color homogenizing a visual
content, electronic devices, electronic system, computer readable program products and computer readable storage
media are described.

2. Background art

[0003] Many situations can occur where a same scene is shot with different cameras, located at a same or different
position, in view of creating a single movie from shots of both cameras.
[0004] For instance, in the technical field of post processing, photographic directors can use cameras of different types
for shooting a same scene. Typically, a director can choose a digital camera like a Digital Single Lens Reflex (DSLR)
camera, together with a film or silver camera, producing chemical change on crystals of a photographic film, the chemical
change being proportional to the light absorbed by the crystals (and thus to an exposure of a lens of the camera). The
shots of the two cameras are then merged together.
[0005] Figure 1 illustrates variation of two cameras responses at different exposures. The left column 100 shows data
acquired by a DSLR camera at various exposures while the right column 102 shows images shot by a film camera. Each
row 110, 112, 114, 116 corresponds to a specific exposure. As illustrated by figure 1, the responses of the sensor of
each camera are so different that the colors of the same scene appear differently.
[0006] Thus, in the postproduction pipeline, one issue remains when one wants to merge images acquired by two
cameras: how to homogenize the colors of the two acquisitions, before any processing of the merged images (color
grading, visual effects, etc.)?
[0007] The same issue can also appear in day-to-day life when one wants to merge together shots (acquired by
different smart phone or tablets for instance) of a same scene. For instance, one may want to merge shots of a same
wedding scene acquired from two different viewpoints by the mobile devices of two different persons.
[0008] Solutions for color homogenizing two images of a same exposure has been proposed by some available
methods. This problem is referred to as histogram specification, or histogram matching, or color transfer. Some known
methods, that can be classified as "Histogram-based methods", search for a transformation that permits to align the
tonal or color distributions of both images. Such methods can lead to matching graphical representations (also known
as histograms) of those color distributions. Other methods, that can be classified as "Histogram-based methods", assume
that there are some structures overlapping in both images. In other words, it is assumed that some similar objects are
visible in scenes acquired by both cameras. After registration, a certain number of landmarks provide color correspond-
ences, from which a global, or semi-local, color correction can be computed.
[0009] However, as color homogenizations (or in other words color calibrations) need to be performed for several
exposures, and to be consistent for all exposures, those method still lead to many iterations. Thus, color calibrations
represent a very time-consuming task.
[0010] It is of interest to propose techniques that permit enhancing a user experience during a color homogenization
compared to some prior art color calibration solutions.

3. Summary

[0011] The present principles propose a method comprising:

- obtaining a first and a second plurality of color distributions, in a color space, said first and second plurality of color
distributions each comprising color distributions for each of a plurality of color channels, of first, respectively second,
visual frames acquired with each of a plurality of exposures by a first, respectively second, camera, said first and
second visual frames being related to a same scene;

- computing a plurality of color transformations, each  of said color transformations being adapted, when applied

to a first color distribution  of said first plurality of color distributions, for obtaining a matching of said first color

distribution with a second color distribution of said second plurality of color distributions, said first and second color
distribution corresponding to a same color channel and a same exposure;
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- aggregating said computed plurality of color transformations  in a final color transformation T(x) to be applied

to a color x of said color space, said final transformation T(x) taking into account distances measured in said color
space between said color x and colors of said first plurality of color distributions.

[0012] The method can be performed for instance in an electronic device, like a mobile device.
[0013] According to at least one embodiment of the present disclosure, said final transformation T(x) is a weighted
linear combination of said color transformations, weights of said color transformations in said linear combination taking
into account said measured distances.
[0014] According to at least one embodiment of the present disclosure, said aggregating only takes into account the
color distributions of said first plurality of distributions being the n-closest color distributions of said point.
[0015] According to at least one embodiment of the present disclosure, said aggregating only takes into account the
color distributions of said first plurality of distributions being the three closest color distributions of said point.
[0016] According to at least one embodiment of the present disclosure, said method comprises, before computing
said plurality of color transformations, redistributing color distributions of said first and/or second plurality of color distri-
butions.
[0017] According to at least one embodiment of the present disclosure, said redistributing takes account of a color
spread of said first and/or second plurality of color distributions, for each of said color channels, and/or a separability of
said first and/or second plurality of color distributions regarding said plurality of exposures.
[0018] According to at least one embodiment of the present disclosure, said redistributing comprises applying a gamma
correction to color distributions of said first and/or second plurality of color distributions.
[0019] According to at least one embodiment of the present disclosure, redistributing comprises computing a gamma
value to be used by said gamma correction, said gamma value being computed for being a gamma value adapted for
maximizing a cost function taking into account a distance between color distributions of said first, respectively second,
plurality of color distributions, for two consecutive exposures and a same color channel.
[0020] According to at least one embodiment of the present disclosure, said gamma correction uses a gamma value
being other than 0.45.
[0021] According to at least one embodiment of the present disclosure, said first, respectively second, visual frames
are acquired by a same camera, one of said first and/or second visual frames being output by a mirroring unit introducing
a spectral shift compared to another of said first and/or second visual frames.
[0022] According to at least one embodiment of the present disclosure, said first, respectively second, visual frames
are acquired by distinct cameras, a first one of said cameras being a digital camera and a second one of said cameras
being a film camera.
[0023] According to at least one embodiment of the present disclosure, said first, respectively second, visual frames
are acquired by distinct digital cameras.
[0024] According to at least one embodiment of the present disclosure, at least one color distribution of said first /and
second plurality of color distributions is based on EXR data obtained from a frame of said first, respectively second,
visual content.
[0025] According to at least one embodiment of the present disclosure, the method comprises applying said final
transformation to a third color distribution of a third visual frame acquired by said first camera.
[0026] According to another aspect, the present disclosure relates to an electronic device comprising at least one
memory and one or several processors configured for:

- obtaining a first and a second plurality of color distributions, in a color space, said first and second plurality of color
distributions each comprising color distributions for each of a plurality of color channels, of first, respectively second,
visual frames acquired with each of a plurality of exposures by a first, respectively second, camera, said first and
second visual frames being related to a same scene;

- computing a plurality of color transformations, each  of said color transformations being adapted, when applied

to a first color distribution  of said first plurality of color distributions, for obtaining a matching of said first color

distribution with a second color distribution of said second plurality of color distributions, said first and second color
distribution corresponding to a same color channel and a same exposure;

- aggregating said computed plurality of color transformations  in a final color transformation T(x) to be applied

to a color x of said color space, said final transformation T(x) taking into account distances measured in said color
space between said color x and colors of said first plurality of color distributions.
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[0027] While not explicitly described, the electronic device of the present disclosure can be adapted to perform the
method of the present disclosure in any of its embodiments.
[0028] According to another aspect, the present disclosure relates to an electronic device comprising at least one
memory and at least one processing circuitry configured to:

- obtain a first and a second plurality of color distributions, in a color space, said first and second plurality of color
distributions each comprising color distributions for each of a plurality of color channels, of first, respectively second,
visual frames acquired with each of a plurality of exposures by a first, respectively second, camera, said first and
second visual frames being related to a same scene;

- compute a plurality of color transformations, each  of said color transformations being adapted, when applied

to a first color distribution  of said first plurality of color distributions, for obtaining a matching of said first color

distribution with a second color distribution of said second plurality of color distributions, said first and second color
distribution corresponding to a same color channel and a same exposure;

- aggregate said computed plurality of color transformations  in a final color transformation T(x) to be applied to

a color x of said color space, said final transformation T(x) taking into account distances measured in said color
space between said color x and colors of said first plurality of color distributions.

[0029] While not explicitly described, the electronic device of the present disclosure can be adapted to perform the
method of the present disclosure in any of its embodiments.
[0030] According to another aspect, the present disclosure relates to an electronic system comprising at least one
two electronic devices, at least one first of said electronic devices comprising at least one processor configured for:

- obtaining a first and a second plurality of color distributions, in a color space, said first and second plurality of color
distributions each comprising color distributions for each of a plurality of color channels, of first, respectively second,
visual frames acquired with each of a plurality of exposures by a first, respectively second, camera, said first and
second visual frames being related to a same scene;

- computing a plurality of color transformations, each  of said color transformations being adapted, when applied

to a first color distribution  of said first plurality of color distributions, for obtaining a matching of said first color

distribution with a second color distribution of said second plurality of color distributions, said first and second color
distribution corresponding to a same color channel and a same exposure;

- aggregating said computed plurality of color transformations  in a final color transformation T(x) to be applied

to a color x of said color space, said final transformation T(x) taking into account distances measured in said color
space between said color x and colors of said first plurality of color distributions;

at least one second of said electronic devices comprising at least one processor configured for:

- applying said final transformation to a third color distribution of a third visual frame acquired by said first camera.

[0031] According to at least one embodiment of the present disclosure, said at least one processor of said first electronic
device is configured for redistributing color distributions of said first plurality of color distributions and said second
electronic device is configured for redistributing color distributions of said third color distribution, both redistributing
comprising applying a gamma correction based on a gamma value computed by said first electronic device.
[0032] While not explicitly described, the communication system of the present disclosure can be adapted to perform
at least one of the methods of the present disclosure in any of its embodiments.
[0033] While not explicitly described, the present embodiments related to a method or to the corresponding electronic
device, electronic assembly or system can be employed in any combination or sub-combination.
[0034] According to another aspect, the present disclosure relates to a non-transitory program storage product, read-
able by a computer.
[0035] According to an embodiment of the present disclosure, said non-transitory computer readable program product
tangibly embodies a program of instructions executable by a computer to perform at least one of the methods of the
present disclosure, in any of its embodiments.
[0036] According to at least one embodiment of the present disclosure, said non-transitory computer readable program
product comprises program code instructions for performing, when said program product is executed by a computer, a
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method comprising

- obtaining a first and a second plurality of color distributions, in a color space, said first and second plurality of color
distributions each comprising color distributions for each of a plurality of color channels, of first, respectively second,
visual frames acquired with each of a plurality of exposures by a first, respectively second, camera, said first and
second visual frames being related to a same scene;

- computing a plurality of color transformations, each  of said color transformations being adapted, when applied

to a first color distribution  of said first plurality of color distributions, for obtaining a matching of said first color

distribution with a second color distribution of said second plurality of color distributions, said first and second color
distribution corresponding to a same color channel and a same exposure;

- aggregating said computed plurality of color transformations  in a final color transformation T(x) to be applied

to a color x of said color space, said final transformation T(x) taking into account distances measured in said color
space between said color x and colors of said first plurality of color distributions.

[0037] According to another aspect, the present disclosure relates to a non-transitory program storage device, readable
by a computer.
[0038] According to at least one embodiment of the present disclosure, the present disclosure relates to a non-transitory
program storage device carrying a software program comprising program code instructions for performing at least one
of the methods of the present disclosure, in any of its embodiments, when said software program is executed by a
computer.
[0039] Notably, according to at least one embodiment of the present disclosure, said software program comprises
program code instructions for performing, when said non-transitory software program is executed by a computer, a
method comprising

- obtaining a first and a second plurality of color distributions, in a color space, said first and second plurality of color
distributions each comprising color distributions for each of a plurality of color channels, of first, respectively second,
visual frames acquired with each of a plurality of exposures by a first, respectively second, camera, said first and
second visual frames being related to a same scene;

- computing a plurality of color transformations, each  of said color transformations being adapted, when applied

to a first color distribution  of said first plurality of color distributions, for obtaining a matching of said first color

distribution with a second color distribution of said second plurality of color distributions, said first and second color
distribution corresponding to a same color channel and a same exposure;

- aggregating said computed plurality of color transformations  in a final color transformation T(x) to be applied

to a color x of said color space, said final transformation T(x) taking into account distances measured in said color
space between said color x and colors of said first plurality of color distributions.

[0040] According to another aspect, the present disclosure relates to a computer readable storage medium carrying
a software program.
[0041] According to at least one embodiment of the present disclosure, said software program comprises program
code instructions for performing the method of the present disclosure, in any of its embodiments, when said software
program is executed by a computer.
Notably, according to at least one embodiment of the present disclosure, said software program comprises program
code instructions for performing, when said software program is executed by a computer, a method comprising:

- obtaining a first and a second plurality of color distributions, in a color space, said first and second plurality of color
distributions each comprising color distributions for each of a plurality of color channels, of first, respectively second,
visual frames acquired with each of a plurality of exposures by a first, respectively second, camera, said first and
second visual frames being related to a same scene;

- computing a plurality of color transformations, each  of said color transformations being adapted, when applied

to a first color distribution  of said first plurality of color distributions, for obtaining a matching of said first color

distribution with a second color distribution of said second plurality of color distributions, said first and second color
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distribution corresponding to a same color channel and a same exposure;

- aggregating said computed plurality of color transformations  in a final color transformation T(x) to be applied

to a color x of said color space, said final transformation T(x) taking into account distances measured in said color
space between said color x and colors of said first plurality of color distributions.

[0042] It is to be understood that a visual content may include visual items, like images, pictures, photos, drawings,
frames or groups of pixels from a video, movie or a collection of stills. A visual content may also include other data, for
instance audio and/or metadata.
[0043] Herein, the term ’coupled’ is defined to mean directly connected to or indirectly connected with through one or
more intermediate components. Such intermediate components may include both hardware and software based com-
ponents.

4. List of drawings.

[0044] The present disclosure can be better understood, and other specific features and advantages can emerge upon
reading the following description, the description making reference to the annexed drawings wherein:

- Figure 1 illustrates variation of responses from two cameras at different exposures;
- Figure 2A illustrates distribution of values for a color channel, for a frame of a visual content acquired by a DSLR

camera;
- Figure 2B illustrates effect of a too low gamma value on the distribution of values across exposures, for a color

channel, for a frame of a visual content acquired by a DSLR camera;
- Figure 2C illustrates distribution of values for a color channel, for a frame of a visual content acquired by a DSLR

camera after the optimal gamma correction. distributions are correctly balanced;
- Figure 3 illustrates an exemplary electronic device according to at least one embodiment of the present disclosure;
- Figure 4 illustrates an exemplary embodiment of a method of the present disclosure for obtaining color homogeni-

zation data between at least a first and a second training visual contents obtained respectively from a first camera
and a second camera (being either a same or differents cameras); and

- Figure 5 illustrates an exemplary embodiment of a method of the present disclosure for color homogenizing a first
input visual frame obtained from said first camera by using the color homogenization data obtained by the method
illustrated by figure 4.

[0045] It is to be noted that the drawings have only an illustration purpose and that the embodiments of the present
disclosure are not limited to the illustrated embodiments.

5. Detailed description of the embodiments.

[0046] The present disclosure relates to a color homogenization between images acquired by at least a first and a
second cameras, that is to say the obtaining of data that helps to adjust, in terms of colors of these images, the output
of the first camera with the output of the second camera.
[0047] More precisely, the present disclosure proposes to compute color correspondences from a set of training visual
contents acquired, with multiple exposures, from the first and/or the second cameras in order to obtain a single color
transform LUT usable later on any input visual content acquired by the first camera for obtaining a color graded visual
content having the color look similar to a color look of a similar content acquired by the second camera. At least some
embodiments of the present disclosure can thus help to offer an (at least partially) automatic solution to the problem of
color homogenization between images acquired by different cameras.
[0048] A visual content can be a still image and/or a video sequence or stream. The first and the second cameras can
be distinct cameras. In a variant, the color calibration can relate to the two different paths of a same camera, like a 3D
camera, a spectral shift being introduced (thanks to a mirroring unit for instance) in data output by using a first path
compared to data output by using a second path. For instance, the first camera can be a DSLR camera and the second
camera can be a film camera.
[0049] In at least some embodiments, the color correspondence between images can be determined for being valid
for a range of exposures, and encoded into the single look-up table (LUT) transformation. A color transform LUT is a
color mapping representation, or view, that describes how the colors, represented for instance by a position (or bin) in
a color space, are transformed (or, in other words, mapped). Thus, a color transform LUT defines a mapping between
a first set colors to a second set of colors. For instance, using a color space known by the one of skill in the art as "Red
Green Blue" (RGB) color space, when a user wants to give a color look to an image, he can apply a corresponding color
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transform LUT on this image so that all the RGB color pixels in this image are mapped to new RGB values as defined
in the LUT.
[0050] A LUT is usually defined on a unit cube [0,1]3 of a color space, by sampling the unit cube with an arbitrary
sampling rate (leading for instance to 17 or 63 samples).
[0051] The present disclosure proposes to obtain multiple color transformations for multiple exposures, and to aggre-
gate all transformations into a single one, thus defining a single color transform LUT, that can be applied at every
exposure. This first aspect is referred to herein as a training (or definition, or calibration training) phase.
[0052] The present disclosure also relates to the applying of the single color transform LUT to a color distribution of
colors of a first visual frame acquired by the first camera, for color homogenizing (or color compensating) the first visual
frame, in order for the first visual frame, once color compensated, to look like as it has been acquired by the second
camera. This second aspect is referred to herein as an applying (or predicting) phase.
[0053] The visual contents used as training data (in the training phase) can vary upon embodiments. Notably, in the
technical field of post processing of movies, the visual contents used as training data can be specific visual contents,
like still images or short video sequences of color checkers (as illustrated by figure 1), acquired specifically for that purpose.
[0054] In other embodiments, like embodiments adapted to calibration of shots of a same scene of a real event, some
matching visual contents acquired by both cameras with different exposures, like images or video sequences of the
scene or event, can be used as training data.
[0055] Figure 3 describes the structure of an exemplary electronic device 30 configured notably to perform at least
some or all the embodiments of at least one (or all) of the methods of the present disclosure.
[0056] It is to be pointed out that the elements, or modules, or blocks, of the functional structure illustrated in figure 3
can be implemented using software components stored in memory and executed by a processor or CPU of the electronic
device and/or using hardware components of the electronic device. At least some elements illustrated by figure 3 can
comprise both at least one software component and at least one hardware component of the communication device.
[0057] The electronic device can be any image and/or video content acquiring device, like a smart phone or a camera.
It can also be a device without any video acquiring capabilities but with image and/or video processing capabilities. For
instance, in some embodiment, the electronic device can comprise a communication interface, like a receiving interface
to receive a visual content (for instance a still image and/or a video sequence), like a visual content acquired by a first
and/or a second cameras.
[0058] In the exemplary embodiment of figure 3, the electronic device 30 can include different devices, linked together
via a data and address bus 300, which can also carry a timer signal. For instance, it can include a micro-processor 31,
310 (or CPU), notably a Graphic Processing Unit (GPU) 310 (Optional), a graphics card 32 (depending on embodiments,
such a card may be optional), at least one Input/ Output module 34, (like a keyboard, a mouse, a led, and so on), a ROM
(or "Read Only Memory") 35, a RAM (or "Random Access Memory") 36, a power supply 39. According to a variant, the
power supply 39 is external to the electronic device 30.
[0059] In the exemplary embodiment of figure 3, the electronic device can also comprise at least one communication
interface 37 configured for the reception and/or transmission of data, notably image and/or video data, via a wireless
coupling (notably of type WIFI® or Bluetooth®), and/or at least one wired communication interface 38. Those commu-
nication interface is optional. Indeed, in some embodiments, the electronic device can process visual contents acquired
from two different cameras of the device (like a front camera and a rear camera) or visual contents stored in a medium
readable by the electronic device.
[0060] In some embodiments, the electronic device 30 can also include, or be coupled to, at least one display module
33, for instance a screen, directly coupled to the graphics card 32 by a dedicated bus 320. Such a display module can
be used for instance in order to output information, like some first and/or second training visual contents acquired by
the first and/or second cameras, or a visual content resulting of the use of the single LUT on the first training visual content.
[0061] When a first input visual content, acquired by the first camera, is further to be color homogenized with the single
LUT obtained thanks to the training visual contents, the display module can output the first input visual content, or the
visual content resulting of the use of the single LUT on the first input visual content.
[0062] It is to be noted that in some embodiments, the electronic device can include several display modules. For
instance, with the above use case, distinct display modules of the electronic device can be used for rendering the first
training visual content, the second training visual content, the first input visual content, the color graded first training
and/or input visual content.
[0063] In the illustrated embodiment, the electronic device 30 can communicate with another device (like a server or
at least one of the first and/or second camera) or with at least one display module thanks to a wireless interface 37.
[0064] Each of the mentioned memories can include at least one register, that is to say a memory zone of low capacity
(a few binary data) or a memory zone of high capacity (with a capability of storage of an entire audio and/or video file
notably).
[0065] When the electronic device 30 is powered on, the microprocessor 31 loads the program instructions 360 in a
register of the RAM 36, notably the program instruction needed for performing at least one embodiment of at least one
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or all the methods described herein, and executes the program instructions.
[0066] According to a variant, the electronic device 30 includes several microprocessors.
[0067] In the exemplary embodiment illustrated in figure 3, the microprocessor 31 can be configured for:

- obtaining a first and a second plurality of color distributions, in a color space, said first and second plurality of color
distributions each comprising color distributions for each of a plurality of color channels, of first, respectively second,
visual frames acquired with each of a plurality of exposures by a first, respectively second, camera, said first and
second visual frames being related to a same scene;

- computing a plurality of color transformations, each  of said color transformations being adapted, when applied

to a first color distribution  of said first plurality of color distributions, for obtaining a matching of said first color

distribution with a second color distribution of said second plurality of color distributions, said first and second color
distribution corresponding to a same color channel and a same exposure;

- aggregating said computed plurality of color transformations  in a final color transformation T(x) to be applied

to a color x of said color space, said final transformation T(x) taking into account distances measured in said color
space between said color x and colors of said first plurality of color distributions.

[0068] In the exemplary embodiment illustrated in figure 3, the microprocessor 31 can be configured for applying said
final transformation to a third color distribution of a third visual frame acquired by said first camera.
[0069] In some other embodiments, instead of obtaining the first and second pluralities of color distributions, computing
a plurality of color transformations, and aggregating the plurality of color transformations in a final transformation, the
microprocessor 31 can be configured for receiving the final transformation (and /or the corresponding single LUT) from
a communication interface 37, 38 or for obtaining said final transformation from a storage medium.
[0070] Figure 4 illustrates a flowchart of an exemplary method 400 of obtaining color homogenization data from training
visual contents acquired from at least two cameras, according to the present principles. The method can be implemented
for instance in the electronic device 30 of figure 3.
[0071] One of the goal of the method of present disclosure, in at least some embodiment, is to compute a single color
transform LUT, encoding a colorimetric transformation from data acquired by a first one of the cameras to data acquired
by a second one of the cameras, such that when applied to arbitrary exposure data issued from the first camera, the
color correction applied to the data by the colorimetric transformation represented by the color transform LUT remains
valid (or in other word give to the data issued from the first camera the color look of data issued from the second camera).
[0072] According to the exemplary embodiment detailed hereinafter, in a high-level perspective, the method can
comprise computing pre-LUT and adaptive gamma correction, computing all individual color corrections and aggregating
computed individual color corrections.
[0073] More precisely, in the illustrated embodiment, the method 400 comprises obtaining 410 first training color
distributions from at least one first training visual content acquired at first exposures and obtaining 440 second training
color distributions from at least one second training visual content acquired at same exposures as the first exposures
used for obtaining the first training color distributions.
[0074] In the exemplary embodiment illustrated, obtaining 410, 440 first (respectively second) training color distributions
can comprise notably obtaining 412, 442 at least one first (respectively second) training visual content. Depending upon
embodiments, the first (respectively second) training visual content may have been previously acquired, either locally
(for instance by some image and/or video acquiring means, like a camera or a web cam, of the electronic device illustrated
by figure 3), or remotely. Thus, in some embodiments, the obtaining 412, 442 of the at least one first (respectively
second) training visual content can comprise reading of local storage medium, like a memory of the electronic device
30 in which the method is implemented or a removable storage unit (like a USB key, a compact disk, and so on). In other
embodiments, the at least one first (respectively second) training visual content can be obtained, via a communication
interface of the electronic device 30, from a remote device.
[0075] In some embodiments, like in the illustrated embodiment, the obtaining 412, 442 of the first (respectively second)
training visual content can be performed by interacting with a user, the selection of the first (respectively second) training
visual content being acquired from a user interface (like a touchscreen, a mouse, a keyboard...). For instance, the
obtaining 412, 442 of the first (respectively second) training visual content can comprise acquiring a name, a version,
a format and/or a location of a first (respectively second) training visual content.
[0076] According to some embodiments, notably when a first (respectively second) training visual content is a video
sequence, thus comprising several frames, the method can also comprise obtaining 414, 444 a first (respectively second)
training frame from the obtained first (respectively second) training visual content. This can be performed similarly to
the obtaining of a first (respectively second) training visual content, by interacting with a user or at least partially, auto-
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matically.
[0077] In some other embodiments, the selection of at least first (respectively second) training visual contents and/or
training frames can be performed automatically, with or without requesting confirmation from a user (for instance by
reading information from a descriptive file).
[0078] In some embodiments, the obtaining 412, 442 of a first (respectively second) training visual content and the
obtaining 414, 444 of a first (respectively second) training frame from the first (respectively second) training visual content
can be mixed. Indeed, when the first (respectively second) training visual content only comprises a unique image, as it
is the case for instance when a visual content is a still image, the obtaining of the first (respectively second) training
visual content also implies the obtaining of the first (respectively second) training frame itself.
[0079] Of course, the exemplary embodiments described herein are only presented as exemplary use cases and the
principles of the present disclosure can also apply to many different use cases. Dependent upon embodiments, for
instance, first (respectively second) training visual contents can be of a same type (for instance a still image or a video
sequence) or of different (types (for instance a mix of still images and video sequences).
[0080] According to figure 4, the method can also comprise obtaining 416, 446 a first (respectively second) training
distribution, being a set of values representing the distribution of colors, for a color channel, inside the first, respectively
second, training frame. Each value corresponds to a point, or element, of a color space (for instance a Red Blue Green
(RBG) color space, or a color space relating to Luminance and to Chrominance components A and B (also known as
CIE L*A*B or CIELAB color space) of the French commission "Commission Internationale de l’Eclairage" (CIE).
[0081] In the case of a first, respectively second, camera being of DSLR type, the values of the first, respectively
second, training color distribution can for instance be obtained by reading data files, notably data files having a high
dynamic range (HDR) file format, like data files compliant with the standard OpenEXR developed by Industrial Light &
Magic (ILM) and adapted for computer imaging applications. Such data files can notably contain data in a floating point
linear representation. The present disclosure sometimes referred more simply to such files as "EXR files"
[0082] In the case of a first, respectively second, camera being a film camera, the values of the first, respectively
second, training color distribution can be obtained by different techniques, for instance technics based on histogram
matching, interest points, and/or color transfer.
[0083] The obtaining 416, 446 of first (respectively second) training color distribution for a color channel can be
performed iteratively, for each color channel (418, 448).
[0084] The obtaining 410,440 of first (respectively second) training color distributions (for all color channels) can further
be performed iteratively, for multiple exposures (420, 450).
[0085] In the illustrated embodiment of figure 4, once first training color distributions have been obtained for each color
channel (418) and for multiple exposures (420), the method can comprise preprocessing, or in other words "reshaping"
or "redistributing", 430 the obtained first training color distributions.
[0086] Notably, as the final color transform LUT (obtained later by aggregating all transformations) is to be applied to
colors within the unit cube [0,1]3 of the color space, color data being also in the range [0,1] are needed. Thus, for some
first training color distributions, the preprocessing can comprise a rescaling 432, for instance a linear rescaling, of at
least some of the first training color distributions for constraining the values to the range [0,1].
[0087] In the detailed embodiment, a rescaling 432 is performed on all the first input color distributions obtained (for
all color channels and with the multiple exposures) from the first camera. Thus, all values of the rescaled first training
color distributions are assumed hereinafter to belong to the range [0,1].
[0088] A redistributing can further be needed for instance because of a strongly unbalanced color data spread over
exposures. Figure 2A illustrates an exemplary distribution of values, for an exemplary color channel (being in the ex-
emplary use case of figure 2 a blue channel), for a color distribution of multiple exposure images output by a DLSR
camera. The color data distribution for 9 images taken with different exposures (illustrated by exposure levels increasing
from 1 (for low exposure) to 9 (for high exposure) on the figure) is represented as boxplots. As shown by figure 2A, at
low exposures, the color data distribution output by the camera is within a tiny interval, while color data distribution at
high exposure occupies a much larger range. This unbalanced distribution can lead to a severe issue if used directly,
for instance, for defining a color transform LUT. Indeed, because of the tiny interval of color data at low exposure, a
large number of bins will be needed to be used to a LUT, for the LUT to be accurate at low exposure. For example, up
to 512 bins for each color channel can be needed for the distribution as output by the camera, leading to a 5123 color
transform LUT, which would not fit in memory.
[0089] As a conclusion, the unbalanced occupation of bins within the color distribution can lead to a number of sampling
points for defining the color transform LUT insanely large and thus to an unreasonable LUT resolution. Thus, in some
embodiment, the redistributing 430 can comprise rebalancing 434 the scaled first training color data distributions in order
to obtain a more balanced plurality of color distributions, for all exposures, before applying a color transform LUT.
[0090] For instance, as in the illustrated embodiment, the rebalancing 434 of color distributions can comprise applying
4344 a correction of "gamma" type (or "gamma correction") to the color distributions of the scaled first training color
distributions. A gamma correction can be described by an output value y, with y = xγ, γ being a positive real numeric
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value, for an input value x of a color distribution. Such a gamma correction can permit to obtain, for a low exposure
distribution, more sampled values than the number of values that would have been obtained by sampling directly (and
linearly) the color distribution.
[0091] Impact of extremal gamma values is detailed hereinafter in an exemplary purpose. A high gamma value (like
γ = 1) can lead to the unbalanced distribution output by the camera, as already discussed in link Figure 2A. A very low
gamma value close to zero (like γ « 1) can lead to non-separable color distributions. Figure 2B illustrates effect of a too
low gamma value on a training color distribution of values for a color channel. As shown in Figure 2B, the color distribution
of values across exposures can be not separable enough.
[0092] Thus, in some embodiments, as in the embodiment of figure 4, the method can comprise computing 4342 an
optimal gamma value to be used when applying the gamma correction.
[0093] Such an optimal gamma value can be obtained (or computed) by quantifying a quality of a given γ value. This
quality should obey to at least some constraints. A first constraint can relate to a color spread of at least one color
distribution after gamma correction. This color spread, that can be measured by the variance of the corresponding color
distribution for instance, is related to the accuracy of a color transform LUT for the processed color distribution. For
instance, a first constraint can be that the color spread of each color distribution should be maximal.
[0094] A second constraint can relate to the separability between color distributions. Indeed, as a further step of the
method can comprise aggregating all color transformations into one single color transform LUT, it is better to have each
first training color distribution being well separated from the others first training color distributions. Thus, a second
constraint can be to maximize the separation between the first training color distributions.
[0095] Let us note:

-   a training color distribution (as for instance a floating distribution obtained by reading EXR files of a camera),

for a color channel c, and for an exposure level i ∈ [1,n]; and

-   the same color distribution after its processing by a gamma correction.

[0096] With this notation, the method can comprises estimating the gamma correction that maximizes the following
cost function: 

where  is the distance between the color distributions obtained after applying a gamma correction

to two first training color distributions, for a same color channel, and for two consecutive exposure levels.
[0097] In some embodiments, to speed up the computation, and under a Gaussian hypothesis, the distance can for
instance be computed as the Mahalanobis distance between two color distributions: 

[0098] Depending upon embodiments, different types of cost function and/or different distances can be used. For
exemple, some embodiments can rely on a cost function with linear weighting between the two terms and/or a Kullback
distance or an Optimal transport distance.
[0099] The first term of the cost function ensures that the spread of each first training color distribution is maximal,
while the second term ensures that first training color distributions with consecutive exposure levels are well separated.
[0100] Depending upon embodiments, different optimizers can be used for optimizing the cost function. For instance,
in the detailed embodiment, the optimizer used for optimizing the cost function can be a simplex, that leads from instance,
when implemented on some real data, to an optimal value: γ = 0.251, different from the "classical" 0.45 value used for
some prior art solutions for linear EXR images.
[0101] An exemplary redistributed first training color distribution, obtained after applying the gamma correction with
an optimal gamma value, on the first color training distributions of figure 2B, is plotted on Figure 2C and shows that the
first training color distributions are correctly rebalanced. Indeed, in at least some of its embodiments, the method of the
present disclosure, by computing the optimal gamma transformation, can help obtaining a color transform LUT being
accurate and/or moderate in terms of memory footprint for its definition.
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[0102] The redistributed can result in a single "pre-LUT", or in other words an encoded function, adapted to be applied
to a color distribution of a frame or a visual content obtained from the first camera. Such a single pre-LUT" can be
expressed for instance in a Cinespace (CSP) format for a first training frame being a EXR image and permits to obtain,
from a color distribution of a frame output from the first camera, a "redistributed" color distribution resulting from the
rescaling and the rebalancing of this color distribution.
[0103] The rescaling and the rebalancing are presented as two separate steps in the exemplary embodiments of figure
4, for ease of explanations. However, it Is to be understood that the rescaling and the rebalancing can be performed
concurrently in a single step (by applying the pre-LUT introduced above for instance).
[0104] As illustrated by figure 4, the method can further comprise computing 460 an "individual" color transformation,
to be applied to the redistributed first training color distribution, for each color channel and each exposure level.
[0105] With notation introduced above, let us note:

-   the redistributed (or reshaped) first training color distribution, after optimal gamma correction;

-   the second training color distribution (acquired from the second camera); and

-   the transformation that maps the redistributed (or reshaped) first training color distribution  towards the

second training color distribution  

[0106] The color transformation  is thus intended to result, when applied to the redistributed (or reshaped) first

training color distribution, in a color distribution  close to the second training color distribution  Then, it

means that  can be obtained such that  

[0107] The color transformation  can be obtained by different matching techniques, like the histogram matching

technique, or the optimal transportation matching technique.
[0108] In the illustrated embodiment, the method 400 can comprise aggregating 470 all computed color transformations

 in a single ("aggregating") color transformation for defining a single color transform LUT. As explained above, a

LUT is a sampling of the unit cube [0,1]3 with an arbitrary sampling rate (typically 17 or 63), that describes a matching
between the sampled points and points representing colors in a color space, and thus a color transformation to be applied
to each point x of the unit cube .
[0109] This single color transformation, resulting from the aggregating, is called herein "final" color transformation
(even if of course, it is not excluded that, in some embodiments, a further color transformation can be applied later to a
point of the color space).
[0110] According to at least one embodiment, the final color transformation applied to a color point x can be defined
by taking into account a distance between the color point x and at least one of the redistributed (or reshaped) first training
color distributions Si.
[0111] Notably, in the illustrated embodiments, the final color transformation T(x), aggregating all "individually" com-

puted color transformations  and defining the single color transform LUT, can be defined as T(x) such that: 

Where D(x,Si) is a distance between the color point x and the redistributed first training color distribution Si of exposure i.
[0112] This distance D(x,Si) can be formulated, under a Gaussian hypothesis, as: 

with:
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mi being the mean value of the color distribution Si;
(x - mi)T the transposed vector of the vector (x - mi); and
Σi being the co-variance matrix of the color distribution Si

[0113] In a variant, only some of the first training color distributions are taken into account to compute the final color
transformation. For instance, in some embodiments, only the k-most probable first training color distributions can be
kept for the linear mixing in the equation above for computing the final color transformation (with k being a strictly positive
integer value). Those k-most probable first training distributions can correspond for instance to the k-lowest distances
D(x,Si).
[0114] The integer value of "k" can vary depending upon embodiments, Notably, it can be set to 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5.
[0115] Of course, depending upon embodiments, a distance from a given point of the color space with a color distribution
can be evaluated differently. For instance, in the illustrated embodiment, it can be formulated under a Gaussian hypoth-
esis, as explained above, while in some other embodiment, it can be evaluated as a distance between the given point
and a point of the color space representing the mean value of the color distribution, or as a distance between the given
point and the point of the color distribution being the closest point with the given point. In some embodiments, formulating
a distance using a Gaussian hypothesis can avoid to take into account some isolated or deviant color of a color distribution.
[0116] As the method for obtaining homogenization data, in at least some of its embodiments, can take into account
training frames acquired with many exposures, it can permit to obtain a single color transform LUT T(x), being valid for
multiple exposures (for instance for all exposures used for building a video stream), instead of the multiple color transform

LUTs  used by some solutions of the prior art that are only valid for one single exposure.

[0117] Figure 5 illustrates an exemplary embodiment of a method for color homogenizing of colors of at least one input
visual frame obtained from the first camera, relatively to colors that would have been output by using the second camera,
by using the training (or calibration) data (notably the single color transform LUT) obtained above, thanks to an embod-
iment of the method illustrated by figure 4.
[0118] According to the exemplary embodiment detailed hereinafter, the method 500 for homogenizing frames com-
prises obtaining 510 at least one first input frame from a first input visual content acquired by the first camera with one
or several exposures, and obtaining 520 first input distributions representing the distribution of colors, for each color
channel, inside the first input frame.
[0119] The method can comprise redistributing 530 the first input color distributions before applying the single color
transform LUT. Similarly to what already have been detailed in link with figure 4, the redistributing 530 can comprise a
rescaling 534, for instance a linear rescaling, of at least some of the first input distributions for constraining the values
to the range [0,1] and rebalancing 536 the first input color distributions, by applying a gamma correction. However, at
the difference of the rebalancing 430 performed on training frames, as illustrated by figure 4, the balancing 534 performed
on the first input color distributions, comprises obtaining 532 a pre-LUT to be used in the redistributing for rescaling and
rebalancing the first input distribution. The obtained pre-LUT can notably be the pre-LUT defined in the method of figure
4 for redistributing the color distributions of the training frames. The pre-LUT can be obtained from a storage medium
accessible from the electronic device implementing the method of figure 5 and from a communication interface of the
electronic device implementing the method of figure 5.
[0120] According to the illustrated embodiment, the method 500 can also comprise obtaining 540 a single LUT (for
instance the single LUT output by the method of figure 4) and applying 550 the obtained single LUT to the first input
color distribution. The single LUT can be obtained from a storage medium accessible from the electronic device imple-
menting the method of figure 5 and from a communication interface of the electronic device implementing the method
of figure 5.
[0121] Optionally, as in the exemplary embodiment of figure 5, the method can also comprise obtaining 560 a color
graded frame being the result of the color grading of the first frame according the single LUT and inserting 570, in a
video stream, for instance a video stream comprising a second input frame acquired by the second camera (and obtained
580 previously). Notably, some images issues from the first camera can be intercalated between images issues from
the second camera.
[0122] In some embodiments, the method can also comprise, before applying the single LUT, converting the format
of the single LUT to at least one other format, like a format compatible with existing tools, such as Lustre © or Resolve
© tools.
[0123] A skilled artisan will appreciate that other functionalities not described in the present disclosure may be added
to at least one of the described methods in order to improve the quality of the end product.
[0124] The present disclosure has been detailed with a 3D LUT color transforms. Of course, the solution of the present
disclosure can also be used in link with a 1 D LUT (for instance a contrast mapping for luminance transfer), or a combination
of at least two of above transformations.
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[0125] The method of figure 4 and 5 have been described separately. Of course, in some embodiments, both methods
can be implemented sequentially, in the training and prediction phases, respectively, of a same software program for
instance. In other embodiments, both methods can be implemented independently. Notably, they can be implemented
in different software programs of a same electronic device or in different electronic devices.
[0126] As can be appreciated by one skilled in the art, aspects of the present principles can be embodied as a system,
method, or computer readable medium. Accordingly, aspects of the present disclosure can take the form of a hardware
embodiment, a software embodiment (including firmware, resident software, micro-code, and so forth), or an embodiment
combining software and hardware aspects that can all generally be referred to herein as a "circuit", "module" or "system".
Furthermore, aspects of the present principles can take the form of a computer readable storage medium. Any combination
of one or more computer readable storage medium may be utilized.
[0127] A computer readable storage medium can take the form of a computer readable program product embodied
in one or more computer readable medium and having computer readable program code embodied thereon that is
executable by a computer. A computer readable storage medium as used herein is considered a non-transitory storage
medium given the inherent capability to store the information therein as well as the inherent capability to provide retrieval
of the information therefrom. A computer readable storage medium can be, for example, but is not limited to, an electronic,
magnetic, optical, electromagnetic, infrared, or semiconductor system, apparatus, or device, or any suitable combination
of the foregoing.
[0128] It is to be appreciated that the following, while providing more specific examples of computer readable storage
media to which the present principles can be applied, is merely an illustrative and not exhaustive listing as is readily
appreciated by one of ordinary skill in the art: a portable computer diskette, a hard disk, a read-only memory (ROM), an
erasable programmable read-only memory (EPROM or Flash memory), a portable compact disc read-only memory (CD-
ROM), an optical storage device, a magnetic storage device, or any suitable combination of the foregoing.
[0129] Thus, for example, it can be appreciated by those skilled in the art that the block diagrams presented herein
represent conceptual views of illustrative system components and/or circuitry of some embodiments of the present
principles. Similarly, it can be appreciated that any flow charts, flow diagrams, state transition diagrams, pseudo code,
and the like represent various processes which may be substantially represented in computer readable storage media
and so executed by a computer or processor, whether such computer or processor is explicitly shown.

Claims

1. A method implemented in an electronic device, the method comprising:

- obtaining a first and a second plurality of color distributions, in a color space, said first and second plurality of
color distributions each comprising color distributions for each of a plurality of color channels, of first, respectively
second, visual frames acquired with each of a plurality of exposures by a first, respectively second, camera,
said first and second visual frames being related to a same scene;

- computing a plurality of color transformations, each  of said color transformations being adapted, when

applied to a first color distribution  of said first plurality of color distributions, for obtaining a matching of

said first color distribution with a second color distribution of said second plurality of color distributions, said first
and second color distribution corresponding to a same color channel and a same exposure;

- aggregating said computed plurality of color transformations  in a final color transformation T(x) to be

applied to a color x of said color space, said final transformation T(x) taking into account distances measured
in said color space between said color x and colors of said first plurality of color distributions.

2. The method of claim 1 wherein said final transformation T(x) is a weighted linear combination of said color trans-
formations, weights of said color transformations in said linear combination taking into account said measured
distances.

3. The method of claim 1 or 2 wherein said method comprises, before computing said plurality of color transformations,
redistributing color distributions of said first and/or second plurality of color distributions.

4. The method of claim 3 wherein said redistributing takes account of a color spread of said first and/or second plurality
of color distributions, for each of said color channels, and/or a separability of said first and/or second plurality of
color distributions regarding said plurality of exposures.
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5. The method of claim 3 or 4 wherein said redistributing comprises applying a gamma correction to color distributions
of said first and/or second plurality of color distributions.

6. The method of claim 5 wherein said redistributing comprises computing a gamma value to be used by said gamma
correction, said gamma value being computed for being a gamma value adapted for maximizing a cost function
taking into account a distance between color distributions of said first, respectively second, plurality of color distri-
butions, for two consecutive exposures and a same color channel.

7. The method of any of claims 1 to 6 wherein said first, respectively second, visual frames are acquired by a same
camera, one of said first and/or second visual frames being output by a mirroring unit introducing a spectral shift
compared to another of said first and/or second visual frames.

8. The method of any of claims 1 to 7 wherein said first, respectively second, visual frames are acquired by distinct
cameras, a first one of said cameras being a digital camera and a second one of said cameras being a film camera.

9. The method of any of claims 1 to 8 wherein said first, respectively second, visual frames are acquired by distinct
digital cameras.

10. The method of any of claims 1 to 9 comprising applying said final transformation to a third color distribution of a third
visual frame acquired by said first camera.

11. An electronic device comprising at least one processor configured for:

- obtaining a first and a second plurality of color distributions, in a color space, said first and second plurality of
color distributions each comprising color distributions for each of a plurality of color channels, of first, respectively
second, visual frames acquired with each of a plurality of exposures by a first, respectively second, camera,
said first and second visual frames being related to a same scene;

- computing a plurality of color transformations, each  of said color transformations being adapted, when

applied to a first color distribution  of said first plurality of color distributions, for obtaining a matching of

said first color distribution with a second color distribution of said second plurality of color distributions, said first
and second color distribution corresponding to a same color channel and a same exposure;

- aggregating said computed plurality of color transformations  in a final color transformation T(x) to be

applied to a color x of said color space, said final transformation T(x) taking into account distances measured
in said color space between said color x and colors of said first plurality of color distributions.

12. An electronic system comprising at least one two electronic devices, at least one first of said electronic devices
comprising at least one processor configured for:

- obtaining a first and a second plurality of color distributions, in a color space, said first and second plurality of
color distributions each comprising color distributions for each of a plurality of color channels, of first, respectively
second, visual frames acquired with each of a plurality of exposures by a first, respectively second, camera,
said first and second visual frames being related to a same scene;

- computing a plurality of color transformations, each  of said color transformations being adapted, when

applied to a first color distribution  of said first plurality of color distributions, for obtaining a matching of

said first color distribution with a second color distribution of said second plurality of color distributions, said first
and second color distribution corresponding to a same color channel and a same exposure;

- aggregating said computed plurality of color transformations  in a final color transformation T(x) to be

applied to a color x of said color space, said final transformation T(x) taking into account distances measured
in said color space between said color x and colors of said first plurality of color distributions;

at least one second of said electronic devices comprising at least one processor configured for:

applying said final transformation to a third color distribution of a third visual frame acquired by said first camera.
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13. The electronic system of claim 12 wherein said at least one processor of said first electronic device is configured
for redistributing color distributions of said first plurality of color distributions and said second electronic device is
configured for redistributing color distributions of said third color distribution, both redistributing comprising applying
a gamma correction based on a gamma value computed by said first electronic device.

14. A computer program product comprising program code instructions for executing, when said program is executed
by a computer, a method comprising

- obtaining a first and a second plurality of color distributions, in a color space, said first and second plurality of
color distributions each comprising color distributions for each of a plurality of color channels, of first, respectively
second, visual frames acquired with each of a plurality of exposures by a first, respectively second, camera,
said first and second visual frames being related to a same scene;

- computing a plurality of color transformations, each  of said color transformations being adapted, when

applied to a first color distribution  of said first plurality of color distributions, for obtaining a matching of

said first color distribution with a second color distribution of said second plurality of color distributions, said first
and second color distribution corresponding to a same color channel and a same exposure;

- aggregating said computed plurality of color transformations  in a final color transformation T(x) to be

applied to a color x of said color space, said final transformation T(x) taking into account distances measured
in said color space between said color x and colors of said first plurality of color distributions.

15. A computer-readable storage medium on which is saved a computer program comprising program code instructions
for executing, when said program is executed by a computer, a method comprising:

- obtaining a first and a second plurality of color distributions, in a color space, said first and second plurality of
color distributions each comprising color distributions for each of a plurality of color channels, of first, respectively
second, visual frames acquired with each of a plurality of exposures by a first, respectively second, camera,
said first and second visual frames being related to a same scene;

- computing a plurality of color transformations, each  of said color transformations being adapted, when

applied to a first color distribution  of said first plurality of color distributions, for obtaining a matching of

said first color distribution with a second color distribution of said second plurality of color distributions, said first
and second color distribution corresponding to a same color channel and a same exposure;

- aggregating said computed plurality of color transformations  in a final color transformation T(x) to be

applied to a color x of said color space, said final transformation T(x) taking into account distances measured
in said color space between said color x and colors of said first plurality of color distributions.
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